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Recent experiments have revealed a giant ‘‘peak effect’’ in ultrapure highTc superconductors. Moreover,
the data show that the peak effect coincides exactly with the melting transition of the underlying flux lattice. In
this work, we show using dynamical scaling arguments that the friction due to the pinning centers acting on the
flux lattice develops a singularity near a continuous phase transition and can diverge for many systems. The
magnitude of the nonlinear sliding friction of the flux lattice scales with this atomistic friction. Thus, the
nonlinear conductance should diverge for a true continuous transition in the flux lattice or peak at a weakly
first-order transition or for systems of finite size.
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One of the central unsolved problems in type-II superc
ductivity concerns the so-called ‘‘peak effect.’’ When a cu
rent I is passed through the superconductor in the mi
phase, the flux-line lattice~FLL! moves in response to th
Lorentz force, leading to dissipation and an induced volta
V. Naively, the nonlinear conductanceC5I /V is expected to
decrease monotonically towards theHc2 phase boundary be
cause of the diminishing order parameter and hence a
duced pinning strength. However, experimentally it was
served a long time ago that instead of a monotonic behav
the conductance peaks sharply to a large value before d
ping at the superconducting-normal transition.1–4 It has also
been established that this peak effect is not just limited
conventional superconductors, but shows up in a sim
fashion in the high-Tc Y-Ba-Cu-O superconductors also.5,6

To date, however, there has been no satisfactory explana
for this peak effect, although various possible mechanis
have been proposed as the origin of this phenomenon.
popular idea based on the collective-pinning theory7 is that
the FLL softens towards theHc2 boundary, leading to a
smaller elastic coherence length~Larkin length! and en-
hanced stronger pinning by the impurities.9 It is not clear
though how this mechanism can give rise to the sharp p
in the conductance. Moreover, recent data have reveale
ant peak effects in ultrapure high-Tc superconductors with a
much as a 35-fold increase inC from onset to peak,8 which is
hard to explain with the collective pinning idea. It has al
been widely suggested that the peak effect is either cause
or related to an underlying FLL melting transition.6,9–11 Up
until very recently, this idea has remained speculative
cause of the difficulty of a direct experimental observation
the FLL melting transition. Two recent studies have no
established conclusively the relation of the peak effect w
the underlying phase transition in the FLL.8,12 In the study8

involving ultrapure Y-Ba-Cu-O, the peak effect is shown
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~17!/11834~4!/$15.00
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coincide exactly with the point at which there is a sm
magnetization jumpDM or discontinuity in the slope of the
magnetization. This behavior ofDM is interpreted as the
signature of either a continuous or very weak first-order tr
sition. In another study of the conventional superconducto12

Nb, an ac magnetic susceptibility (x) measurement was
made in conjunction with a small-angle neutron scatter
~SANS! study of the structure of the underlying FLL. Th
peak effect~a dip in the real part of the ac susceptibilityx) is
observed to occur precisely at the point where the diffract
peak in the SANS pattern of the FLL begins to broaden i
ringlike features. In this case, the transition is more stron
first order, with a direct observation of hysteresis involvi
superheating and supercooling behavior.

We have, in an earlier paper,13 suggested that the slidin
friction for the FLL would be anomalously large near a co
tinuous or very weak first-order melting transition due to t
enhanced coupling of the pinning centers to the FLL throu
the critical fluctuations. The central idea is that the mobil
of the FLL is not just controlled by the pinning strength
the impurities, which is an equilibrium property. It depen
also on the nonadiabatic coupling of the pinning center to
dynamical excitations of the FLL, leading to a friction
dampingh on the FLL. Recent theoretical developments
understanding nonlinear sliding friction of an adsorb
monolayer14–17 in the boundary lubrication problem are pa
ticularly helpful in elucidating this problem. Aside from in
ertia mass effects, the behavior of these systems is very s
lar. In the FLL, the driving forceF is the Lorentz force
proportional to the current passing through the superc
ductor, and the moving FLL produces a changing flux and
induced voltage that is proportional to the average drift
locity ^v& of the FLL. Thus, in the language of the bounda
lubrication problem, the static friction of the adlayer corr
sponds to the critical currentJc in the superconductor, an
11 834 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 11 835ANOMALOUS SLIDING FRICTION AND PEAK EFFECT . . .
the nonlinear sliding frictionh̄ of the adlayer defined ash̄
5F/^v& is essentially the nonlinear conductanceC for the
superconductor. Note thath̄ is just the inverse of the usua
definition of the mobility for the adlayer. In the discussion
the peak effect problem, the nonlinear conductance relate
the sliding frictionh̄ of the FLL is actually the more relevan
quantity. Near the occurrence of the peak effect, theI -V
curve is often of such a nature that there is a continuous
of the voltage with increasing driving current such that t
exact value of threshold critical currentJc is ill-defined, and
the nonlinear conductance is a better measure of the ano
for the mechanical response of the FLL.18 In the ac magnetic
susceptibility measurement, what determines the magni
of the screening current and hence the magnitude of the
ceptibility is clearly the nonlinear conductance and not
much a single threshold critical current densityJc . Results
from various numerical studies of the boundary lay
problem14,15,17 have shown that both the static friction an
the nonlinear sliding friction depend in a complicated ma
ner on the interplay of the strength of the pinning potent
interactions among the particles~vortices for the FLL! and
the bare frictional dampingh from the environment. In this
paper, we will quantify the concept that for the FLL, it is th
variation of the nonadiabatic frictional dampingh and not
the adiabatic pinning strength that develops anomalous t
perature and magnetic-field dependence near the me
transition. This anomalous behavior of the frictional dam
ing then leads to the peak effect for the nonlinear slid
friction h̄ for the FLL and hence the conductanceC of the
superconductor. We show below through general dynam
scaling arguments the explicit singularity of the frictionh
near the transition.

Let us first consider the random force acting on the p
ning center at the positionr by the flux lattice. In the simple
pair interaction model, this can be expressed in terms of
linear displacementuq,a of each vortex from its equilibrium
position as

f a~r !5(
q

W~r ,q!uq,a . ~1!

Here,q stands for the normal mode index of the FLL,a is
the Cartesian component label, andW represents the cou
pling function. In response to this, there is an equal a
opposite reaction force on the FLL by the pinning cent
When correlations between the different pinning centers
neglected, the frictional damping~in the Markovian limit! on
the FLL is then given by19,20

h5(
q,r

W2~r ,q!S~q,v50!, ~2!

whereS(q,v50) is the dynamic structure factor defined
*0

`dt^uq,a(t)* uq,a(0)&. Correlations between the rando
forces from pinning centers at different positions would le
to higher-order terms in the pinning center concentrationnp
in Eq. ~2!, and are negligible in the limitnp→0. According
to general dynamical scaling arguments,21,22 S(q,v) should
take the scaling form nearTc for a continuous phase trans
tion as
to
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NdS~q,v!5jz1g/ng6~qj,vjz!, ~3!

whereg6 is a scaling function,j}uT/Tc21u2n is the diver-
gent correlation length,d is the system dimension,g is the
susceptibility exponent, andz is the dynamical critical expo-
nent. Substitution of Eq.~3! back into Eq.~2! then leads to
the conclusion that as one approachesTc , the frictionh has
a singular part that goes ash}uT/Tc21u2x with x5n(z
2d)1g. The dimensiond enters explicitly through theq
integration in Eq.~2! where we have assumed a typical sh
ranged coupling potentialW(q) that is regular atq50. Thus
the friction h can either diverge ifx.0 or be finite with a
cusp only.23 Similar anomaly has also been predicted f
adatom diffusion near the surface reconstruction transition
the W~100! surface.24 For this case, the exponentx has been
explicitly evaluated for a model Hamiltonian and shown
have the value24,25 x'1.8. Thus the diffusion constant o
adatoms on this surface is predicted to vanish at the tra
tion.

The friction h calculated in Eq.~2! corresponds to the
bare friction acting on the center of mass~CM! degree of
freedom of the FLL. It is analogous to the friction exerted
the substrate on an adsorbed layer in the boundary lubr
tion problem. Experimentally, the mobility measurements
the FLL have all been performed in the nonlinear regime.
the presence of an external pinning potential, the CM mot
of the FLL is coupled to the single vortex motion whic
depends in turn on the interactions with other vortices. Th
the nonlinear response of the flux lattice under a driv
current can only be determined by solving the coup
Langevin equations. In general, the nonlinear sliding fricti
h̄ of the FLL depends on the details of the vortex interactio
strength of the pinning potentials, and the driving forc
However, in various recent studies of the nonlinear slid
friction of an adsorbed overlayer on an substrate,14,17 it has
been shown that the magnitude ofh̄ is determined by the
bare frictionh as given in Eq.~2!, with h̄ approaching the
bare frictionh in the limit of large driving force. Even for a
system with a positive exponentx leading to a divergent
behavior forh and h̄ near the transition, the conductanc
peak at the transition in practice will be significantly round
by crossover effects due to the nonzero driving current. It
been argued, in general terms, that the current densityJ sets
an additional length scale in resistance measuremen30

LJ
d21;kT/J due to thermal fluctuations. The divergent cri

cal fluctuations atTc will be then cut off by this length when
j;LJ , giving rise to a nonlinear resistance behaviorR
;I x/n(d21). Experimentally,8,10 a strong nonlinearity is in-
deed observed for the conductance maxima which decre
for increasingI. Thus, we conclude that for a FLL syste
with a positive exponentx, its nonlinear sliding frictionh̄
has a peak at the melting transition, its origin being t
strong critical fluctuation near the melting transition. Th
then leads to the peak in the conductance C. In the case
weak first-order transition or finite-size system, the div
gence or the cusp singularity ofh would be rounded off even
in the linear regime and thus we expect the peak effect
these systems to be much weaker.

Now we come back to the recent experimental data
peak effect and discuss them in light of the above theoret
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11 836 PRB 62E. GRANATO, T. ALA-NISSILA, AND S. C. YING
considerations. Much of the difficulty associated with und
standing the FLL dynamics starts with the fact that we do
even have a very detailed understanding of the ground s
The accepted picture now for the weak pinning limit is th
of a Bragg glass with quasitranslational long-range or
~LRO! and true orientational LRO,27 due to the presence o
random pinning centers. Similarly, we do not have a cl
picture of how or whether the FLL melts just before t
superconducting-normal transition.28–30 The recent data8,12

strongly support the existence of a phase transition in
FLL just before theHc2 phase boundary. For an ultrapu
sample of the high-Tc Y-Ba-Cu-O superconductor, stati
magnetization measurements show a very small discont
ity at high magnetic field~5 T! and no discernible jump bu
only a discontinuity in the slope of the magnetization
lower fields. This is identified as the melting transition, t
transition being continuous at low fields and weakly fi
order at high fields. The ‘‘peak effect,’’ identified by the d
in the real part of the ac magnetic susceptibilityx occurs at
precisely the same temperature and magnetic field as
‘‘melting’’ transition. This peak effect is ‘‘gigantic’’ involv-
ing a 35-fold increase in the nonlinear conductanceC
through a narrow range of change of temperature or the m
netic field. This is much stronger than all the previously o
served peak effects which typically show a peak to on
ratio of 3 to 4. According to the present theory, this sha
peak behavior inC can be understood as arising from t
sharp rise in the friction acting on the FLL due to the co
pling of the pinning centers to the strong critical fluctuatio
near the continuous or weakly first order melting transitio
According to our scaling arguments, the existence of a p
effect require that the exponentx5n(z2d)1g be positive.
At the moment, there exists no detailed information on a
of these exponents for the FLL melting transition in the pr
ence of pinning centers. However, existing calculations
the dynamical exponentz for disordered systems26 give re-
sults which are generally larger thanz54. Thus, it is entirely
plausible that the corresponding exponentx for the FLL can
be positive. In practice, the divergence of the critical fluctu
tions will be cut off by the length scale set by the curre
LJ

d21;kT/J . In addition, imperfections in the crystallin
order of the sample also provides a cutoff. This explains t
the gigantic peak effect for the ultrapure Y-Ba-Cu-O as o
posed to the much smaller peak effect for the poorer qua
samples. Another feature of the data that supports the pre
theory is the large width of thex8(T) dip. At H55.0 T, the
width of thex8(T) dip is about 1 K while the width of the
DM discontinuity is only about8 0.08 K. This can be under
stood from the fact thatx8(T) measures the critical fluctua
tions through its dependence on the friction whileDM is just
n
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an order-parameter measurement connected with the de
of the vortices. In addition to this study for Y-Ba-Cu-O
there is also a recent study for the conventional superc
ductor Nb involving simultaneous small-angle neutron sc
tering ~SANS! as well as ac magnetic susceptibili
measurements.12 The melting transition here can be clear
identified as the point where the sharp Bragg-like peak in
ordered FLL phase first begins to broaden into ringlike fe
tures. By contrast with the high-Tc Y-Ba-Cu-O material, the
stronger first-order nature of the melting transition in Nb
clearly evidenced by the observation of superheating and
percooling below and above the melting transition.12 Again,
the peak effect as determined from the magnetic suscept
ity measurements coincides with the melting transitio
However, the peak effect in this case is much weaker,
the conductanceC only shows a fourfold increase from ons
to the peak value. Since the transition here is of first ord
the critical fluctuations are much weaker and the correlat
length does not diverge at the melting transition point.
fact, the situation here is similar to the poorer quality sam
of Y-Ba-Cu-O where impurities and imperfections cut o
the divergent critical fluctuations. As a result, the frictio
acting on the FLL has only a weak maximum instead o
divergent behavior at the transition point, and the cor
sponding peak effect is much weaker.

In conclusion, we have presented here a general sca
argument that the frictional damping exerted by the pinn
centers on the flux lattice has a singularity~or a cusp! near a
continuous melting transition in the lattice. While most pr
vious theoretical considerations of the peak effect focus
the adiabatic pinning strength, the present work identifies
origin of the peak effect through the nonadiabatic coupl
of the pinning centers to the strong critical fluctuations n
the transition point. This leads to a vanishing linear mobil
for the flux lattice at the transition. In the nonlinear regim
the finite driving current provides a cutoff for the diverge
critical fluctuations, and this leads to a finite peak in t
nonlinear sliding friction for the FLL and hence the condu
tance for the superconductor, with the strength of the p
dependent on the magnitude of the driving current. The
cently observed gigantic peak effect in high-Tc supercon-
ductors and the strong correlation between the peak ef
and the observed melting transition provide strong supp
for the mechanism proposed here.
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